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Meneré is a small software application whose purpose is to help
you connect to your Feedly or Fever account and read your RSS
newsfeeds right from your desktop. User-friendly layout In order
to access the program’s functions, you are required to specify your
authentication parameters for your Feedly or Fever account. You
are welcomed by a clean feature lineup that allows you to
configure the dedicated parameters in no time. The primary panel
is divided into several smart areas that provide quick access to
your RSS newsfeeds, which are filtered by label/group and feed.
Reading options The program gives you the possibility to simply
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click on the desired feed for checking out its content.
Additionally, you can read the entire text via your default web
browser. What’s more, you are allowed to sort the feeds by unread
or saved items or make the application display all items in the
primary panel. You may mark the selected feed as read or unread,
save it so you can read it later, as well as open it in your web
browser. Plus, the tool lets you send the user-defined feed via your
email client. Last but not least, you can copy data to the clipboard,
so you can easily paste it into other third-party applications,
perform search operations, refresh the information with just one
click, set up the authorized accounts (add or delete them), as well
as use hotkeys (they cannot be reassigned). Bottom line All in all,
Meneré comes packed with some handy features for helping you
check out your RSS newsfeeds via your Feedly or Fever account,
and is suitable for all types of users, regardless of their experience
level. Meneré #5 #10 #1 We use cookies to provide and improve
our services, analyze traffic, personalize content and ads, provide
social media features and to analyze our site usage. We may also
share information about your use of our site with our social media,
advertising and analytics partners. More infoFacebook is owned
by the world's most secretive company, thus the world's least
secretive company. The only reason we don't know anything about
how Facebook's creepy new privacy features actually work is that
the company refuses to do anything about it. It's not that Facebook
is evil, or at least not in the way it's being presented. While
Zuckerberg has said he's "evolved" in the way he's approached
user privacy, Mark Zuckerberg's
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This tool is a combination of the most popular 3rd party news/blog
reader and note manager, with some of the most powerful macro
commands available on Mac OS X, including text replacement
(REPLACE), file search (SEARCH), bookmarks (BOOKMARK),
email/IM search (IMSEARCH), actions on files (ACTIONS), RSS
newsfeed control (RSSFEED), support for custom view (VIEW),
system information (INFO), and text expansion (EXPAND). This
product allows you to configure macros in a flexible and easy way
for your productivity, and combine them easily to achieve your
goals in the most efficient manner. It is completely free, and has
no software installation required. See more:  Try to show/hide
the comments at the bottom of each article  Find the articles that
contain the term “In re” and save them to the “In re” bookmark 
Get feeds from bookmarks or tags to create your own
“Aggregator”  Search for text by simply using CTRL+SEARCH,
CTRL+F, or F3  Type the name of a feed/article into the text
box to view that article/feed  Customize the text view with the
“right” font size, font style, font color, and background color 
Search newsgroups, blogs, and forums, and use the “replacement”
to replace the term with the desired text  Open each article in a
browser window, and use the keyboard to scroll down/up  Print
or save article into PDF format  Update your bookmarks, tags,
and feeds via the configured web browser  Share the article/feed
via email, Twitter, Facebook, StumbleUpon, etc.  Control the
RSS newsfeed using the URL bar/address bar  Set your
homepage to the specific RSS newsfeed  Set a shortcut to
quickly open an RSS newsfeed  Control the list of articles to
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display in the toolbar  Support for hierarchical feeds: set up your
home page to show only some of the feeds  Support for comment
feeds: set up a list of comments and only show some of the feeds
 Supports Microsoft Outlook  Supports RSS2 and RSS1 (v1.0,
77a5ca646e
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Meneré is a small software application whose purpose is to help
you connect to your Feedly or Fever account and read your RSS
newsfeeds right from your desktop. User-friendly layout In order
to access the program’s functions, you are required to specify your
authentication parameters for your Feedly or Fever account. You
are welcomed by a clean feature lineup that allows you to
configure the dedicated parameters in no time. The primary panel
is divided into several smart areas that provide quick access to
your RSS newsfeeds, which are filtered by label/group and feed.
Reading options The program gives you the possibility to simply
click on the desired feed for checking out its content.
Additionally, you can read the entire text via your default web
browser. What’s more, you are allowed to sort the feeds by unread
or saved items or make the application display all items in the
primary panel. You may mark the selected feed as read or unread,
save it so you can read it later, as well as open it in your web
browser. Plus, the tool lets you send the user-defined feed via your
email client. Last but not least, you can copy data to the clipboard,
so you can easily paste it into other third-party applications,
perform search operations, refresh the information with just one
click, set up the authorized accounts (add or delete them), as well
as use hotkeys (they cannot be reassigned). Bottom line All in all,
Meneré comes packed with some handy features for helping you
check out your RSS newsfeeds via your Feedly or Fever account,
and is suitable for all types of users, regardless of their experience
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level. Automatic backup of your RSS feeds With a single click,
Meneré automatically backs up your RSS feeds from Feedly or
Fever. The process is completely automatic, and you won’t have to
do anything. Choose your RSS feed format Don’t forget to use
your own RSS feed format! The program will import your feeds in
the most convenient format. The Meneré RSS feed list preview
Meneré has a very handy feature that allows you to preview your
RSS feeds in the list. You are welcomed with the most recently
viewed items at the top of the list, and the oldest items are moved
down to the bottom. Create RSS feeds for your favourite websites
Meneré offers you the possibility to create RSS feeds for
What's New In?

★ Feedly is one of the most popular RSS readers for use on iOS,
Android and on desktop. It's super-easy to setup, with a beautiful,
intuitive interface that makes it a pleasure to use. The new
"Discover Feed" section makes it easy to find & share new content
from all over the web. ★ Fever is another popular RSS reader,
especially for macOS users. Meneré takes its visual cues from
Fever and makes it simple to view and read your feeds from
desktop. Meneré makes it easy to filter your feeds by topics, label
and type, and makes it quick and easy to send the selected feed via
email. ★ Each RSS reader application has its own features, but
Meneré offers more than the others. You can import feeds from
all of the major RSS reader apps, including Feedly and Fever. You
can also set Meneré to always look up new feeds, or only look up
new feeds. You can even have Meneré read directly to your web
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browser, making it easy to read feeds that are part of your
personal, public, or private collections. ★ After you’re done with
Meneré, you’re welcome to open the settings panel to customize
the application, and check out the help documentation. =====
Feedly Help: Fever Help: Facebook: Twitter: Meneré is a small
software application whose purpose is to help you connect to your
Feedly or Fever account and read your RSS newsfeeds right from
your desktop. User-friendly layout In order to access the program’s
functions, you are required to specify your authentication
parameters for your Feedly or Fever account. You are welcomed
by a clean feature lineup that allows you to configure the
dedicated parameters in no time. The primary panel is divided into
several smart areas that provide quick access to your RSS
newsfeeds, which are filtered by label/group and feed. Reading
options The program gives you the possibility to simply click on
the desired feed for checking out its content. Additionally, you can
read the entire text via your default web browser. What’s more,
you are allowed to sort the feeds by unread or saved items or make
the application display all items in the primary panel. You may
mark the selected feed as read or unread, save it so you can read it
later, as well as open it in your web browser.
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System Requirements For Meneré:

Minimum: Mac OS X 10.11.3, 10.13, 10.14.5 Processor: 1.8 GHz
Intel Core i5 or later. Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD
4000 or AMD HD 7000 or newer. DirectX: Version 11 or later
Recommended: Processor: 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 or later.
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